Mindbreeze Named in KMWorld’s 100 Companies That Matter in
Knowledge Management
Linz, March 1, 2013 – Mindbreeze, a Fabasoft subsidiary and a leading provider of software
for enterprise search and digital cognition, is again listed among KMWorld’s 100 companies
that matter in knowledge management. KMWorld is the leading information provider serving
the knowledge, document and content management systems market.

“We are very honored to achieve this listing once again. It shows our continued focus on
providing cutting-edge solutions that help shape the search market and on serving the needs
of our customers as best possible. Mindbreeze InSite’s innovative module kit principle not
only harnesses high-end search functionality but makes customized search applications
uniquely accessible and easy to implement”, says Daniel Fallmann, Founder and Managing
Director of Mindbreeze.

Mindbreeze InSite’s module kit enables the easy creation of tailor-made search services for
websites and portals. The module kit can be used intuitively via the web browser. Preconfigured components such as the search box, text fields and columns can be selected with
a click and visually adjusted. Additional information such as the topic, key words, author or
date can be effortlessly added to further increase the comfort and convenience for the
website visitor. All components can be combined with each other and the display of search
results customized according to your specific needs. This allows individual search
applications for any website to be created with just a few clicks and without the need for any
programming knowledge. Integration takes place via an automatically generated embed code
– just as easily as a YouTube video.

"Companies offer a wide range of product features. We only select those who show a
sustained ability to solve the challenges of the search market. Mindbreeze continues to
demonstrate the velocity of innovation and the agility to serve its customers in all its
products." says Hugh McKellar, KMWorld Editor-in-Chief.

The selected companies are listed in issue 3/2013 of KMWorld and will be available at
http://www.kmworld.com on March 1, 2013. KMWorld’s 100 Companies that Matter In
Knowledge Management, is a list compiled by KM practitioners, theorists, analysts, vendors,
their customers and colleagues. This is the 13th year of the list.

About KMWorld
The leading information provider serving the knowledge, document and content management systems
market. KMWorld informs more than 45,000 subscribers about the components and processes – and
subsequent success stories – that together offer solutions for improving business performance.
KMWorld is a publishing unit of Information Today, Inc. http://www.kmworld.com, http://infotoday.com

About Mindbreeze

Mindbreeze Software GmbH, based in Linz, Austria, is a European leader for enterprise search and
digital cognition. Its state-of-the-art product solutions provide a complete overview of company
knowledge – the basis for competitive advantage – allowing them to act quickly, reliably, dynamically
and profitably in all business matters. Mindbreeze is a subsidiary of Fabasoft AG.
http://insite.mindbreeze.com, http://www.mindbreeze.com
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